For very shallow indentations in W, Al, Au, 
Introduction
Material length scales have been a subject of great interest to nearly all engineering and science disciplines. Of large interest to the mechanics/materials community are those material length scales in the 0.1 to 10 m regime, that have been investigated with small volume torsion wire ͓͑1͔͒ and nanoindentation ͓͑2,3͔͒ experiments. The principle theoretical treatment, with origins in gradient microstructure analysis ͓͑4 -7͔͒, has been the use of strain gradient plasticity approaches ͓͑1,3,8 -10͔͒. Most effective in tying the materials and mechanics approaches together is a microstructurally based strain gradient analysis propose by Gao et al. ͓9͔ and most clearly applied to the indentation size effect by Nix and Gao ͓3͔ . This utilized the time-honored strain gradients from geometrically necessary dislocation relationships ͓͑11͔͒ which have been repeatedly verified by experiment ͓͑2,12͔͒.
In the same time frame, propelled by the discoveries of scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopies, principally the physics and chemistry communities addressed much lower contact forces in the nanonewton regime and examined various nanotribology issues. As polymer surfaces came under scrutiny, such probes were elevated to larger N forces by using stiffer stainless steel cantilevers and previous continuum models are being used to examine adhesive forces ͓͑13͔͒. These involve using the Johnson Kendall Roberts ͑JKR͒ ͓͑14͔͒ and Derjaguin Muller Toporov ͑DMT͒ ͓͑15͔͒ approaches, and later an incorporation of a Dugdale zone to smoothly obtain the JKR/DMT transition ͓͑16͔͒.
In the region of scale between these atomistic and gradient microstructure regimes, there are possibly one or more phenomena that may contribute to an indentation size effect. It is our intent here to review briefly a number of these effects which can be related to small volumes under contact. This is possible through some recent nanoindentation results ͓͑17͔͒. Specifically, because the previous experimental body of literature ͓͑2,3͔͒ dealing with the indentation size effect emphasized depths of penetration greater than 100 nm and atomic force microscopy had emphasized nm level contacts, we recently evaluated two materials, ͗100͘ crystals of aluminum and tungsten, in the regime of 10 to 500 nm ͓͑17͔͒. At the suggestion of Baskes and Horstemeyer ͓18͔ who considered the surface to volume ratio to be key, we both experimentally and theoretically determined plastic zone sizes and surfaces of contact to assess the importance of this parameter. At the time neither research group had a physical rationale of why this was important except that atomistic simulations on the one side ͓͑19͔͒ and an experimental evaluation on the other ͓͑17͔͒ strongly suggested that surface to volume, S/V, was the critical parameter. In the present study we group two more materials ͗001͘ Fe-3wt%Si and ͗001͘ Au with the previous two for critical evaluations of possible contributions to contact forces. First, however, it is appropriate to briefly review the background of two recent studies and a hierarchy of scales that may influence contact forces and therefore any indentation size effect ͑ISE͒.
Background
Interest in the indentation size effect ͑ISE͒ has resurfaced a number of times; e.g., in 1970 Gane and Cox ͓20͔ demonstrated that in Au single crystals that hardness could be increased by a factor of three by decreasing the contact diameter from 10 4 to 10 2 nm. A rekindled interest in the ISE was fostered by the availability of depth sensing instrumentation ͓͑21͔͒ and nearly two decades later, Stelmashenko et al. ͓22͔ showed a similar hardness increase at shallow depths in various orientations of single crystal tungsten. They also had a reasoned explanation in terms of the local dislocation hardening due to geometrically necessary dislocations. The hardness, H, was given by
with A and ␣ nondimensional coefficients of constraint and Taylor hardening, the shear modulus, b the burgers vector, 0 a background dislocation density, cot ␤ the wedge shape, and d the diagonal of a Vicker's hardness diamond indenter. Using a reason-able value of A␣ϳ1.5, the fit to both their data and more recent data for spherical tips ͓͑17,23,24͔͒ is seen in Fig. 1 for single crystal tungsten. This agreement is remarkable considering that the spherical indenters ranged from 85 to 5000 nm in radius, the Vicker's indenter is a sharp, four-sided pyramid and Stelmashenko's data represents five crystal variants while the present data is only for ͗001͘. Note that d/2.5 is used for the comparison to make equivalent areas of contact for the two types of indenter tips. As some of the low data points for the spherical contact radii, a, represent contact depths of only 10 nm, the scatter observed could be partially a result of surface roughness ͓͑25,26͔͒. Such findings along with other observed material scale effects led to a phenomenological theory of strain gradient plasticity by Fleck and Hutchinson ͓1,27͔ and somewhat later to a mechanismbased strain gradient plasticity theory by Gao et al. ͓9͔ . While the mechanism-based theory can ͓͑9͔͒, it is generally recognized that such strain-gradient plasticity theories should not be used at very shallow depths in the vicinity of 100 nm or less. Also, such small size scales become close to the realm of atomistic simulations where depths of penetration of 1 nm have easily been achieved ͓͑28͔͒. These two facts caused us recently to examine the ISE effect in some detail both experimentally ͓͑17͔͒ and computationally ͓͑19͔͒. Regarding the experiments, both average plastic strains, p , and strain gradients, ϭd p /dc, were estimated from experimental measures of p 1 and plastic zone size, c. As summarized in Fig. 2 , the average gradient for a given indentation, , increased slightly for both small and large spherical tip radii at shallow depths of penetration less than 100 nm. However, deeper penetration depths in the single crystal aluminum produced decreasing values of with increasing depths for the sharpest cones but remained spherical-like for the bluntest ones. This can be rationalized partially from simple geometric arguments as Nix and Gao ͓3͔ have done for geometrically necessary dislocations emanating from a sharp wedge. The comparison in Fig. 3 suggests that for the spherical tip the average gradient for a spherical contact would be independent of the contact radius ͑or depth͒ while the value of would fall off as 1/a for a sharp wedge. This reinforced current views that continuum-based gradient plasticity models are not appropriate to very small plasticity scales. That is, hardnesses at the shallowest depths were accompanied by strain gradients which were increasing or nearly constant for indentations at greater depth. For that reason an ad hoc model was initially determined based upon the observed c/a ratio which was found to first order to be ͓͑17͔͒
Given that even in this small scale range that the plastic zone size is described well by Johnson's cavity model ͓͑29,30͔͒ one can use
where P is the applied indentation load and f is an appropriate flow stress. Coupled with Eq. ͑2͒ it was shown that a first-order prediction of the ISE could be made ͓͑17͔͒. This still wasn't satisfying, however, as there are no principles of physics or mechanics involved that would explain the indentation size effect.
One can take another look at Eq. ͑2͒ and see that if the contact area, a 2 , is coupled to a hemispherical volume of deforming material, (2/3)c 3 , then a surface-to-volume ratio can be defined as
Eq. ͑5͒ deriving from the size scale parameter of Eq. ͑2͒. Given that the a/c ratio was mildly varying by only a factor of two with contact radii up to about 1 m, this suggests for shallow depths of penetration that the surface to volume ratio defined by Eq. ͑5͒ is nearly constant! At the same time, molecular dynamics simulations using embedded atom method potentials ͓͑19͔͒ were performed on single crystal nickel. With simple shear boundary conditions, Horstemeyer and Baskes ͓͑19͔͒ showed a dependence of the yield stress on the specimen size. It was proposed that dislocation nucleation was a critical phenomena that determined the yield point as a function of volume-to-surface area. This initially caused some confusion between the two research groups until it was clarified as to how volume-to-surface area was being assessed. This is discussed in a note added in proof.
Since the surface-to-volume ratio appeared to play a pivotal role for shallow contacts, we reviewed contact forces over the 1 These will be addressed in more detail in the experimental section which follows. scale of interest, р10 m, as summarized in Table 1͔ ͓͑2,3,12,31-41͔͒. For the present study we believe the first three categories represent forces too small to be significant to an ISE. Clearly, adhesive forces can be important particularly to polymer contacts where pull-off forces can be in the 10 N regime. However, for a number of metal/metal and diamond/metal contacts in laboratory air, the pull-off forces were less than 1 N representing a force generally less than about three percent of the total. Consider, next, the level of contact forces associated with surface energy and surface stress. While the forces in a narrow annulus around a surface contact have a limited area of influence, surface energies and excess surface stress may act over areas at least as large as the extent of the plastic zone around the contact. Consider first surface energy, ␥ s , which is the work to create new surface as might be related to creating cracks in an oxide film below the contact or new surface as slip steps emerge around the indenter. In another type of experiment on small wires, finite loads are found where creep rates become zero because of the surface energy effect ͓͑33͔͒. Regarding surface stress, the work in elastically deforming surface atoms, this is sufficiently large to trigger surface reconstruction and lattice parameter changes in small spheres ͓͑34 -36͔͒. For example, if one considers the surface work only associated with the surface stress, s , this can be converted through the Laplace pressure on a sphere to a change in lattice parameter ͓͑16͔͒. ͑See Appendix A.͒ Such observations of lattice parameter changes by TEM electron diffraction have been found ͓͑34 -36͔͒. Regarding the next scale level of forces and lengths, there has been a large effort ͓͑38 -40,42,43͔͒ in attempting to describe both nucleation and yield forces associated with the onset of plasticity and the arrest of a displacement excursion.
Finally, the well-documented ISE for sharp-wedge tips driven into single and polycrystals and interpreted in terms of length scales associated with strain gradient plasticity needs little introduction here ͓͑2,3͔͒. Such indentation experiments can be described by 
where H 0 is the hardness in the absence of strain gradients, ␦* is a length scale parameter, and ␦ is the depth of penetration. We would like to point out two aspects. First, the form of Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑6͒ are identical with H 0 ϭA␣/c 1 and ␦*ϭc 2 b but the interpretation is different. Stemashenko ͓22͔ originally only considered hardening due to geometrically necessary dislocations while Nix and Gao ͓3͔ considered a flow stress given by f ϭ ys ͱf 2 ͑ ͒ϩ␦* G
with hardening a function of both strain and strain gradient. The second point is that both average strain and average strain gradients tend to increase with increasing depth for ''sharp tips'' at very shallow depths or for larger spherical tips at all depths. See Fig. 2 . Since Eq. ͑7͒ implies larger flow stresses for deeper depths of penetrations with spherical tips, this did not seem to explain the shallow penetration data of Fig. 1 . Some corroboration of this at light loads was found by Yasuda et al. ͓43͔ who documented that the dislocation density of the isotropic plastic zone increased with increasing depths of penetration. For that reason they rejected the model of Stelmashenko et al. ͓22͔ which only emphasized the dislocation density aspect. The above aspects led us to the conclusion that for very shallow indents that a model based upon surface, S, to volume relation, V, considerations might be promising.
Experimental
Details of the loads, displacements, plastic zones, contact radii, strains, and strain gradients are given elsewhere ͓͑17͔͒ for ͗100͘ Al and ͗100͘ W. For this study also analyzed in the same way were ͗100͘ Au ͓44͔ and ͗100͘ Fe-3wt%Si ͓͑17-23͔͒ single crystals. Justification in terms of geometrically necessary dislocations gave strains as ␦/c and average gradients, , as ␦/c 2 . Tip radii of 500, 1000, 5000, and 20,000 nm were used for the ͗100͘ Al, 85, 360, 1800, and 5000 nm for the ͗100͘ W and single tips of 70 nm and 205 nm for ͗100͘ Fe-3wt%Si and Au, respectively. In one instance a 700 nm spherical diamond tip was used for tungsten as noted. Since the Fe-3wt%Si and Au were not published elsewhere, these are shown in detail in Table 2 . The Fe-3wt%Si tip used to determine strain gradient was relatively sharp and since it was a three-sided Berkovich, an appropriate area function for the transition from spherical to triangular was utilized to define contact area and an effective radius of contact.
2 For further justification of the strain and strain gradients used, we had accomplished a numerical analysis of a very shallow contact into simulated nanocrystalline tungsten with a yield strength of 4 GPa and a modulus of 400 GPa. The 500 nm spherical tip at the end of a 90-deg cone was driven into the tungsten to a depth of 167 nm. The approach ͓͑45͔͒ used was an explicit, numerical formulation utilizing the finite difference method for a three-dimensional model based on large deformation, elastoplastic contact mechanisms. Moving boundaries and quasi-static states were handled with an updated Lagrangian approach. The resulting Mises strain as a function of distance from the tip is shown in Fig. 4 with strains up to about 0.5. The average strain in the zone was 0.154 whereas if we consider ␦/c it is 0.209 for this 800 nm plastic zone. Further, one can curve fit and show the average gradient in the zone to be about 5ϫ10 5 m Ϫ1 while ␦/c 2 is 2.6ϫ10 5 m Ϫ1 . The difference between 2 Previously, we had shown for different shapes of indenters that Eq. ͑3͒ gave an appropriate account of measured plastic zones ͓͑30͔͒. While such a shape change at deeper depths will not affect the surface to volume ratio or mean pressure determinations, this may bias their relationship with displacement. The reader should be aware that such variance would cause a small shift in some of the data plots where depth to the one-third power is encountered. Table 2 Details of load "P…, displacement "␦…, contact radius "a…, plastic zone radius "c…, hardness "H…, and surface to volume "SÕV… at the end of yield excursions in Š100‹ Fe-3wt%Si, R tip Ä70 nm. "Note that only every other data point in Fig. 7"c… Transactions of the ASME these and the 1/2R gradient of 10 6 m Ϫ1 indicated in Fig. 3 is due to the ''gage length'' basis of ''c'' and ''a'' used, the former being preferred.
Theoretical
To understand how important the surface to volume, S/V, ratio is, estimates of surface work and the volume work associated with plastic deformation under a contact are in order. Considering first the surface work, a number of contributions including both surface energy and surface stress are examined. For the general case the total work associated with creating either new area, dA, or new surface energy, d␥, can be written as gdAϭ␥dAϩAd␥ 
Further simplifying assumptions were that we could ignore surface stress, that f 1 and f 2 for fractured oxide or metal/oxide interfaces were about a quarter of the contact area fraction under the indenter, f 6 , and that ␥ s d ϳ␥ s ox Ͼ␥ dox ,␥ mox . While one can easily argue the details, the simple relation we desired here is that to first order the total surface work is given by the product of the contact area and metal surface energy.
Next, consider the volume deformation associated with plastic work, W p . From a continuum standpoint W p can be defined in terms of the plastic volume, V, and the tensile yield stress ys , for an elastic-perfectly plastic material giving
Defining an incremental strain as before d p ϭd␦/c and noting that the hemispherical plastic volume would be (2/3)c 3 one sees that
There is a hidden assumption that ''c'' is constant but recent experiments ͓͑47͔͒ with direct AFM imaging demonstrate a substantial plastic zone prior to the yield excursion. An alternative way of examining this work is to define an incremental work similar to that proposed by Cheng and Cheng ͓48͔. Using Eq. ͑3͒ with f ϳ ys gives
with c i the instantaneous plastic zone size. If we assume that c i ϭcϭconstant, then
It is seen that ͑13b͒ and ͑13d͒ are identical. Further corroboration is taken from the dislocation theory by assuming that concentric loops of length from near zero to c ͑c/2 on average͒ move down glide cylinders to produce work under a shear stress, ys . This gives Taking ys ϳ(2/3) ys makes (13b)ϭ(13d)ϭ(13e). Still since c Ͻc but only slightly and the displacement excursions have been shown to be about half the total displacement ͓͑40͔͒, it follows that a good estimate of the plastic work is
Using the total displacement with Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑14͒, the surface to volume work ratio is given by What this illustrates is that if the a/c ratio is nearly constant at shallow penetration, then the portion of surface work resisting penetration rapidly decreases with increasing depth of penetration as ␥ s m and ys are constant. Back at Eq. ͑5͒ it was suggested that for relatively shallow depths of penetration that S/V may be nearly constant. We next examine this and the surface work argument as to how this gives rise to an indentation size effect.
Results and Discussion
First, both W s and W p were determined from Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑14͒ using either calculated values of c and a as for Fe-3wt%Si or AFM imaged values for aluminum crystals. Values for shear yield stress were 180 MPa for Fe-3wt%Si and 30 MPa for aluminum. These data as shown in Fig. 5 illustrate two points. First, for very shallow penetrations the surface work can be a significant portion of the total work. While a surface work contribution of 10% may not seem significant we believe the values in Fig. 5 to be an underestimate of the true ratios. After these calculations were made it was suggested that the surface area could easily be larger than the a 2 used if the vertical surface steps associated with both oxide fracture and slip band emergence were used, e.g., pile up. Consider just a native oxide fracture of 3 nm, and approximately half of the dislocation loops emerging at the free surface to fracture oxide. One can show that the surface steps as long traces through the plastic zone could produce a new area about three times larger than a 2 . Second, the solid curves are Eq. ͑15͒ with c/a a single value of three for both materials. Going back to Eq. ͑5͒ then this does strongly imply that if the size scale parameters were relatively unchanged, that the surface to volume ratios would also be constant and near to each other. From data of previous ͓͑17,23,44͔͒ and present investigations, S/V values were calculated and are shown as a function of depth in Fig. 6 . Here it is remarkable to see how constant the S/V values are up to depths of about 200 nm ͑note the scale difference for aluminum͒. The slightly greater scatter for Al and W can be partially attributed to using four different tip radii in each case. As to the average S/V 
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Transactions of the ASME values, these tended to be in the (1-2)ϫ10 5 m Ϫ1 regime for all four materials, the ranking of which we consider later.
With S/Vϳconstant for a given material at shallow depths, it was straightforward to arrive at an ISE. Defining S/Vϭ3a 2 /2c 3 , it is seen that
For plastic contacts of a spherical tip Johnson ͓29͔ takes a 2 ϳ2␦R which is nearly the geometric value and combining this with the mean pressure defines hardness as
But we had already demonstrated that the plastic zone could be given by Johnson's cavity model, Eq. ͑3͒, so that by eliminating P, ͑17͒ becomes
It is seen with S/V constant, Eq. ͑16͒ and a 2 ϳ2␦R can be used to eliminate c 2 in Eq. ͑18͒ giving
H/ f is shown versus (␦R) 1/3 for all four materials in Fig. 7 . With the average values of S/V from Fig. 6 , it is also seen that the model fits the data both in terms of the ISE but also appropriately ranking the tip radius effect. It should be mentioned here that f was taken as the yield stress for Au, Al, and Fe-3 wt%Si but was taken as the flow stress for W as discussed by Bahr et al. does this but it is seen that a break in the curve appears at a ␦R of about 3ϫ10 Ϫ13 m 2 for the aluminum data which involved the deeper penetrations. For the 1000 nm tip radius this represents a penetration depth of 300 nm, just about where the surface to volume ratio ceases to be constant in Fig. 6 . It appears then that a different mechanism for the ISE may take place at deeper penetration depths where the surface work contribution is minimal.
One final discussion point is the apparent ranking of average S/V ratios in Fig. 6 . One way is through the physical properties of the materials as given in Table 3 ͓49͔. Here it is seen that the two lowest surface energy metals have the lowest S/V ratios which seems counterintuitive. On the other hand, the ratio of flow stress to the elastic stiffness constant, c 11 , does seem to rank order the S/V values. In addition the elastic strain energy density clearly scales with f 2 /E so that the greater stored elastic energy about indents into the higher yield strength materials may be playing an additional role in requiring an increased surface-to-volume ratio. If that is the case then dimensional analysis would imply that f 2 /␥ s c 11 should scale with S/V as these both have m Ϫ1 units. Comparing the last two rows of Table 3 shows this to be the case on a semi-log basis.
Note added in proof: Sometime after this paper was 95 percent complete our respective research groups contacted each other and found that our surface to volume concepts didn't even fit on the same page. It became readily apparent that we had utilized two different definitions of volume wherein V B represented the volume displaced by the indenter whereas V G represented the plastic volume involved in volume work. To properly compare our data we needed to define (V/S) B for our spherical indentations. For a spherical segment indenting a planar surface, V and S are defined by geometry, giving
where for Baskes and Horstemeyer V B is in terms of the indenter displaced volume. For comparison, we report yield strength as estimated from hardness ( ys ϳH/3) normalized on Young's modulus E. From Eq. ͑19͒, this combined with ͑20͒ gives
Here, we distinguish the bulk yield strength, ys 0 , from the yield strength, ys , that would be obtained from H/3, thereby involving the ISE. Taking H/3 as ys and normalizing on modulus gives 
Note for a given material that ys 0 /E is constant and ͓S/V͔ G is approximately constant at shallow depths ͑Fig. 6͒. The result for a constant tip shape is that ys /E should be proportional to ͓V/S͔ Ϫ0.33 whereas Horstemeyer and Baskes originally reported an exponent of Ϫ0.38. This is further remarkable since in reexamining data left out of the original analysis, those data shown along with a new least-squares fit give a slope equal to Ϫ0.33 in near perfect agreement with the Ϫ1/3 slope predicted by ͑21b͒. As is seen in Fig. 9 , there is now a reasonable qualitative agreement between the two sets of data.
Summary and Conclusions
From examination of average strains and strain gradients as a function of indentation depth, this reinforces previous views that gradient plasticity models do not apply at very shallow depths. An alternative model for depths up to several hundred nanometers is 
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Transactions of the ASME proposed in terms of a surface work and plastic volume work concept. The critical feature is the (S/V) G where S is the projected contact area and V G is the plastic volume under the contact. It is further concluded that 1 The functional dependence of both average strain and average strain gradient on indentation depth is even qualitatively different for spherical versus sharp wedge indenters.
2 At very shallow depths average strain gradients increase with increasing indentation depth for all spherical tip radii and even for larger spherical tip radii at depths deeper than 100 nm.
3 Assessment of surface and volume works demonstrate that both of these can be fundamentally important at shallow depths of indentation where size scales are small.
4 For shallow depths of indentation the (S/V) G is nearly independent of depth. 5 The proposed model based upon a constant (S/V) G model predicts normalized hardness to decrease as (␦R) Ϫ1/3 . This fits ͗100͘ single crystal data for Au, Al, Fe-3wt%Si, and W.
